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POLARIZATION OF PROMPT J= AND �(nS)�Jungil LeeHEP Division, Argonne National Laboratory9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, Illinois 60439, USA(Reeived June 27, 2002)We review preditions, based on the nonrelativisti QCD fatorizationframework, for the polarizations of prompt J= 's and �(nS)'s produed atthe Fermilab Tevatron. We also disuss the e�et of relativisti orretionson the theoretial predition for the polarization of prompt J= 's at theTevatron.PACS numbers: 13.85.Ni, 13.88.+e, 12.38.Bx, 13.87.Fh1. IntrodutionThe nonrelativisti QCD (NRQCD) fatorization approah has been de-veloped to desribe inlusive quarkonium prodution and deay [1℄. It is the�rst e�etive �eld theory providing infrared-�nite preditions of the hadronideay rates of P -wave quarkonium [2℄. It also explains large-pT S-waveharmonium prodution at the Tevatron [3℄. The theory introdues severalnonperturbative olor-otet Matrix Elements (ME's). It also inludes olor-singlet ME's. These are equivalent to the heavy-quark wave funtion at theorigin and it's derivatives, whih appear in the olor-singlet model. TheME's are universal and �tted to the CDF data at the Tevatron [4℄. The uni-versality of the ME's has been tested in various experimental situations [5℄.(A reent review an be found in Chap. 9 of Ref. [6℄.) A remarkable pre-dition of the NRQCD is that the S-wave quarkonium produed in the p�pollision should be transversely polarized at su�iently large pT [7℄. Thispredition is based on the dominane of gluon fragmentation into quarko-nium in quarkonium prodution at large pT [3℄ and on the approximateheavy-quark spin symmetry of NRQCD [1℄. Reent measurements at theTevatron by the CDF Collaboration do not on�rm this predition [8℄. How-ever, the experimental unertainties are large.� Presented at the X International Workshop on Deep Inelasti Sattering (DIS2002)Craow, Poland, 30 April�4 May, 2002.(3237)



3238 J. LeeIn this proeedings, we review preditions, based on the NRQCD fator-ization framework, for the polarizations of prompt J= 's [10℄ and �(nS)'sprodued at the Tevatron [11℄. As a possible soure of depolarizing ontribu-tions to the prompt J= prodution at large pT, we onsider the relativistiorretions to the gluon fragmentation into J= . Finally, we summarizereent developments in the appliation of NRQCD to low-energy supersym-metry. 2. Polarization of prompt J= A onvenient measure of the polarization is the variable � = (�T �2�L)=(�T+2�L), where �T and �L are the transverse and longitudinal om-ponents of the ross setion, respetively. The variable � is �tted to theangular distribution (/ 1 + � os2 �) of the positive lepton with respet tothe J= momentum in the hadron enter-of-momentum frame. The polar-izations of the  0's and diret J= 's (J= 's that do not ome from deays)produed at the Tevatron are predited to be transverse [9, 10℄. The CDFmeasurement does not show the predited tendeny, but the error bars aretoo large to draw any de�nitive onlusions [8℄. CDF also measured thepolarization of prompt J= 's with a data that is larger than that of  0 byabout a fator 100. The prompt signal is omposed of diret J= 's (60%) andJ= 's that ome from deays of the higher harmonium states �1 (15%),�2 (15%), and  0 (10%). The ontribution from the radiative deays of�J 's dereases, but does not eliminate the transverse polarization at largetransverse momentum [10℄. In Fig. 1(a) the theoretial predition of the po-

(a) (b)Fig. 1. Polarization variable � vs. pT (a) for prompt J= [10℄ and (b) �(1S) [11℄ompared to CDF data.



Polarization of Prompt J= and �(nS) 3239larization parameter � for prompt J= 's is shown as a band along with theCDF data [10℄. While the predition is in good agreement with the data inthe moderate-pT region, it disagrees with the data in the bin at the largestpT. However, the disrepanies with the theoretial preditions are signi�-ant only for the bin at the largest pT, and so a de�nitive onlusion mustawait the higher statistis measurements that will be possible in Run II ofthe Tevatron. 3. Polarization of �(nS)The CDF Collaboration also measured the polarization of inlusive�(1S)in Run IB of the Tevatron [12℄. The results for the pT bins from 2 to 20 GeVand from 8 to 20 GeV are both onsistent with no polarization. Sine theross setion falls rapidly with pT, this indiates that there is little if anypolarization for pT's below about 10 GeV. Quantitative alulations of thepolarization for inlusive �(nS) mesons are arried out [11℄ by using ME'sfor diret bottomonium prodution, whih have been reently determinedfrom an analysis of data from Run IB at the Tevatron [13℄. There are morefeed-down hannels than for prompt J= , but the generalization to inlusive�(nS) prodution is straightforward [11℄. The theoretial predition for thepolarization of �(1S) (� = 0:13 � 0:18 in the pT bin from 8 to 20 GeV) isonsistent with the reent measurement by the CDF Collaboration in thepT bin from 8 to 20 GeV [11℄. It is also predited that the transverse polar-ization of �(1S) should inrease steadily for pT greater than about 10 GeV(see Fig. 1(b)) and that the �(2S) and �(3S) should be even more stronglytransversely polarized [11℄.4. Relativisti orretions to the fragmentation proessThe CDF measurement of the polarization of prompt J= 's disagreeswith the NRQCD predition in the large-pT region. Sine the produtionrate is dominated by gluon fragmentation in this region, it may be worth-while to hek the size of orretions that are negleted in the available pre-ditions for the fragmentation proess. There are many e�ets that ouldhange the quantitative predition for �, suh as next-to-leading order QCDorretions. The QCD orretion for the olor-otet spin-triplet hannelhas been alulated [14℄ but other next-to-leading order orretions are, asyet, unalulated. The virtual gluon fragmentation that originates fromlight-quark fragmentation also ontributes to the large transverse polariza-tion [15℄.



3240 J. LeeIt is known that there are large v2 orretions to various harmoniumdeay rates [16℄. (Reently, the v4 orretion fators for S-wave states havebeen alulated [16℄.) If there are also large v2 orretions to the gluonfragmentation into J= , then the predition of the prompt J= may hangesigni�antly. The fragmentation probability is estimated by integrating thefragmentation funtions Dn(z) ( n = 8 for otet) over the longitudinal fra-tion z [17℄: 1Z0 dz D8(3S1)(z) � �1� 0:54 v20:3� 1Z0 dz DLO8 (z) ; (1)where the supersript LO denotes the limit v ! 0. For harmonium,v2 � 0:3. The large negative orretion (� 0:54) to the olor-otet spin-triplet fragmentation should inrease the numerial value of the otet ma-trix element by about a fator 2. The phenomenologial onsequenes ofthis orretion require further study.5. SUSY NRQCDOne of the exiting new developments in quarkonium physis is its ap-pliation to low-energy supersymmetry. In Ref. [18℄, it was proposed thata light bottom squark ~b with a mass similar to or less than the mass of theb quark may provide a solution to the puzzle that the b prodution ratemeasured at the Tevatron is two to three times greater than the theoretialpredition from quantum hromodynamis [19℄. If the ~b is lighter than theb, one may observe ~b~b� pairs in � [20℄ and �b [21℄ deays. Furthermore,forthoming high-statistis data from the CLEO Collaboration o�er possi-bilities of disovery or signi�ant new bounds on the existene and masses ofsupersymmetri partiles through the searh for the monohromati photonthat is emitted from the radiative deay of the � into S-wave sbottomonium(a ~b~b� bound state) [22℄.We aknowledge enjoyable ollaborations on the work presented herewith Eri Braaten (Se. 2�3), Geo�rey T. Bodwin (Se. 4�5), andEdmond L. Berger (Se. 5) and we thank them for their valuable omments.Work in the High Energy Physis Division at Argonne National Laboratoryis supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Division of High EnergyPhysis, under Contrat No. W-31-109-ENG-38.
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